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How do we meet today’s and tomorrow’s consumer?

Advertising Digital 
Technologies

Content

Digital Marketing Elements

 Adoption 

 Productive use cases

 Information gathering / sharing

 Relevance with brand strategy

 Share-ability

 Productivity for sales

 Placement

 Value

Digital is moving so rapidly… experimentation is critical to test & learn
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Nearly two-thirds of Americans now use smart phones and 
adults spend nearly 3 hours per day on mobile platforms

Smartphone subscription penetration 
(U.S.)

Average daily hours by platform       
(U.S. Adults)

60%

70%

2010 2011 2012 20132009
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Source: KPCB Internet Trends 2015 , Informa, U.S. Census Bureau
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Consumers use myriad smartphone features regularly

Percent of 
smartphone users 
who used the 
following features on 
their phone at least 
once in a one-week 
span

Source: Pew Research

Digital Technologies

Smartphone features consumers use

97%

92%

89%

88%

75%

60%

55%

50%

47%

41%

41%

Text Messaging

Voice / Video Calls

Internet

Email

Social Networking

Using the Camera

News

Watching Video

Games

Maps

Music / Podcasts

Digital marketing innovations are emphasizing social and video
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Digital marketing via mobile is evermore stimulating, authentic, 
and fit for commerce

Content

Mobile content stimulates

Mobile content is authentic

Mobile content is fit for commerce
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Mobile content stimulates: Embedding video into social media

Content

Source: YouTube
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Mobile content stimulates: Placing ads as content stimulates 
and facilitates sharing

Ads optimized for mobile can be 
interactive, dynamic, and fun!

User-shared video is rising rapidly

Facebook Video Stats

• 53% of views from shares
• 75% viewed on mobile

Source: Pinterest Youtube screengrabs, adweek, Facebook, Facebook earnings calls, media blogs
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Mobile content is authentic: Tell and share stories

Example: Snapchat “Featured Story”

Music
Coachella 
music festival 
got  40MM 
viewers over 3 
days

Sports

Winter X-
Games got 

30MM viewers 
over 24hrs

Source: Snapchat, LA Times, Sport Business Daily

Content

As Marketers, how 
can we facilitate our 
connected 
consumers telling 
their own stories?

Are we prepared to 
curate and amplify?
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Content

Mobile content is fit for commerce: Social platforms increasingly 
make buying straightforward

Mobile content is fit for commerce
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Content

Twitter is testing a feature that allows users to embed a           
“Buy Button” in their Tweets
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Content

Facebook allows users to make purchases from either company 
Facebook pages or their own newsfeed without leaving the app
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Content

Pinterest introduced buyable pins that are tailored to the user’s 
search and direct them to a shopping page and “Buy it” button

Source: Pinterest
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Content

Instagram allows marketers to place targeted ads in users’ 
feeds that include a “Shop Now” button

Source: Instagram
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Mobile ad spend remains under-indexed relative to time spent 
on mobile devices

% of time spent in Media vs. % of Advertising Spending, USA 2012

1. Internet advertising reached $37B in USA in 2012 per IAB, Mobile advertising reached $4B per eMarketer. Print includes newspaper and magazine. $20B opportunity calculated 
assuming Internet and Mobile ad spend share equal their respective time spent share.

Source: Time spent and ad spend share data based on eMarketer (adjusted to exclude outdoors / classified media spend), 12/12; KPBC “Internet Trends D11 Conference,” 5/13.

Print Radio TV Internet Mobile

Time Spent Ad Spend

6%

23%

14%

10%

42%
43%

26%

22%

12%

3%

Advertising
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Mobile ad spend remains under-indexed relative to time spent 
on mobile devices

% of time spent in Media vs. % of Advertising Spending, USA 2014

1. Internet advertising reached $37B in USA in 2012 per IAB, Mobile advertising reached $4B per eMarketer. Print includes newspaper and magazine. $20B opportunity calculated 
assuming Internet and Mobile ad spend share equal their respective time spent share.  Time spent and ad spend share data based on eMarketer (adjusted to exclude outdoors / 
classified media spend), 

Print Radio TV Internet Mobile

Time Spent Ad Spend

4%

18%

11% 11%

23%

8%

Source: KPCB Internet Trends 2013, 2015, eMarketer

Advertising

37%

41%

24% 24%
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Mobile ad spend remains under-indexed relative to time spent 
on mobile devices

% of time spent in Media vs. % of Advertising Spending, USA 2014

1. Internet advertising reached $37B in USA in 2012 per IAB, Mobile advertising reached $4B per eMarketer. Print includes newspaper and magazine. $20B opportunity calculated 
assuming Internet and Mobile ad spend share equal their respective time spent share.  Time spent and ad spend share data based on eMarketer (adjusted to exclude outdoors / 
classified media spend), 

Print Radio TV Internet Mobile

Time Spent Ad Spend

Opportunity! 
(est. $25B)

Source: KPCB Internet Trends 2013, 2015, eMarketer

Advertising
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Larger firms are exploring the extent to which in-house digital 
marketing capabilities can reduce agency spend

Advertising

P&G reduces agency 
roster by 40%... And 
spend by $300MM

“And we’re getting a 
heck of a lot more 
out of our digital, 
mobile, search, and 
social programs”

-- A.G. Lafley
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With these interconnected elements in play, the 2015 NACDS 
Digital Marketing Survey focused on understand current levels 
of maturity 

Advertising Digital 
Technologies

Content

Organization & 

Capabilities

Strategy

Metrics

Processes
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Participants

Less than $1B 60%

Between $1B and $10B 13%

Greater than $10B 27%

Retailers 32%

CPG manuf. 41%

Pharma. Manuf. 27%

Over 200 retailers and manufacturers were invited to take part 
in a digital marketing study

Digital Marketing Study Target Survey Respondents

Survey Invitees

Source: “Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015 A.T. Kearney
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This year’s study was focused on companies’ digital marketing 
maturity across several dimensions

Survey Objectives

Maturity of Efforts:

Strategy:

Organization & 

Capabilities:

Metrics:

Processes:

Key Takeaway

Digital marketing efforts are becoming more mature, 

however there is a long way to go

Strategies have shifted away from brand awareness toward 

more strategic goals

Firms predominantly rely on outsourced or agency talent to 

execute

Adoption of metrics is still low, yet companies 

overwhelmingly feel they see the benefits of digital marketing

Most firms have adopted basic processes, but fewer have 

progressed to advanced or more integrated methods
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Most respondents consider their digital marketing efforts to be 
“emerging” or “novice” due to substantial adoption barriers

Perceived Digital Marketing Maturity Level

Observations 

• 80% of respondents with “leading edge” 
strategy were advanced or leading edge 
across the board

• 85% of those in either of the red 
categories for strategy were in the red 
across the board

Source: “Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015 A.T. Kearney analysis
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Here are some things we heard:

“We are still formulating 
our story. There is a lot of 
‘wide-net casting’ going 

on, to see what is 
effective”

“Anything we've 
done or will do in 
the coming 6-12 
months will be 

‘firsts’ and 
development of 

KPI's is 
necessary”

“Our measurement metrics 
are improving consistently, 

and evolving. We are getting 
better at measuring digital 

performance as well as 
connection to sales.”

“We have defined the 
guests journey in many 

categories… and are 
developing strategies to get 
them the right information 

at the right time”

“Our budgets are not big 
enough to make a mark in 

traditional advertising 
vehicles, so digital is the way 

to go”

“Currently use outside 
agency partners to 

manage, but internal 
capability being 

developed”

“Our target market consumer is a 
younger Millennial and Omni 
Channel shopping is a key 

requirement, for both purchase as 
well as information POV”

“There is significant lack of clarity 
at the most senior levels on our 

company's digital strategy and who 
‘owns’ it.”

“We don't have an integrated strategy, 
nor do we have an integrated digital 

marketing team. It's more piecemeal and 
we're trying to figure out how to fit it all 

together”

“We are not integrated 
between our channels and 
our loyalty program analytics 

is not robust enough”

Source: “Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015 A.T. Kearney analysis
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Retail is more likely to identify as Novice or Emerging than CPG 
(essentially in Org & Capabilities)

54 41

23
18

1815

24

CPG

8

Retail

54
41

31 24

24

12

8

Retail CPG

8

69 29

15 12

29

29

CPG

8

Retail

8

31
47

62
18

24

12
08

Retail CPG

Strategy

Organization and Capabilities

Processes

Use of Metrics

NoviceEmergingAdvanced"Leading Edge"

69% 59%

62% 65% 93% 65%

77% 58%

1. Data for pharmaceutical manufacturers insufficient for analysis
Source: Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015, A.T. Kearney analysis
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Digital Marketing strategies are in early stages of maturity and 

goals continue to focus primarily on sales growth

Perceived Digital Marketing Maturity: 
Strategy

Emerging

Advanced

"Leading Edge" Novice

25%

45%

18%

14%

1. Scores weighted using a Fibonacci approach and then indexed against the top answer. See appendix for details.
Source: Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015, A.T. Kearney analysis

70% of 
respondents 
identify their 
strategy as 
Novice or 
Emerging

Top 5 Respondent Dig. Marketing Goals

Weighted Score1
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Brand 
Awareness

Consumer
Education

Have to Have 
a Presence

Customer 
Loyalty

Rank vs. Last 
Year

Retailers consider 5 vehicles most effective 

Vehicle Usage / Purposes: Which vehicles do you use?  For what purposes?

1

2

3

4

5

No Change

No Change

+8 rankings

No Change

+5 rankings

Source: Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015, A.T. Kearney analysis

Company 
Website

Facebook

Sideline / 
Banner Ads

SEO

Twitter 
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2014 to 2015 Digital Marketing Goals Trend - Retailers

2014 Goal Rankings

Sales increase

Traffic increase for store and/or eCommerce site

Store brand awareness among consumers

More insightful customer information

Faster sales strategy execution

Store Brand awareness at trade level

Faster sales data processing

Tailored pricing

Markdown management

National brand awareness among consumers

National brand awareness at trade level

2015 Goal Rankings

Sales increase

Traffic increase for store and/or eCommerce site

Tailored pricing

More insightful customer information

Store brand awareness among consumers

National brand awareness among consumers

Store Brand awareness at trade level

Markdown management

Faster sales strategy execution

National brand awareness at trade level

Faster sales data processing

While the top digital marketing goals remain largely unchanged, 
we are starting to see a shift to more strategic applications

Source: Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015, A.T. Kearney analysis
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Retailers are leading the way with higher adoption rates across 
digital channels, especially in the emerging mobile space

Top 5 Digital Marketing Vehicles

% of Respondents Who Have Adopted 
Vehicle (Ranked by Adoption Rate)

% of Respondents Perceiving Vehicle to be 
More Effective Next Year

1. Data for pharmaceutical manufacturers insufficient for analysis
Source: Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015, A.T. Kearney analysis
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With strategies not yet set, Digital Marketing Organization and 
Capabilities are also still developing

45%

14%

18%

49%

26%

8%

Perceived Digital Marketing Maturity:                        
Organization and Capabilities

Advanced

Emerging

"Leading Edge"

Novice

18%

49%

26%

8%

Observations

•Capabilities require significant 
investments in people and 
technology

•These are nascent tools and 
companies are still learning 
how to best use them

• It takes time to make the 
organizational changes needed 
to align digital and traditional 
marketing efforts

67% of 
respondents 
identify their 
strategy as 
Novice or 
Emerging

Source: Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015, A.T. Kearney analysis
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80% of respondents rely on outside talent to execute digital 
marketing strategies

How does your organization source and develop digital 
marketing talents?

53%

27%

20%

Observations

•Strong reliance on agencies 
illustrates why capabilities are 
so novice

•The management challenge 
shifts to the effectiveness of 
the spend

•A practical reality is that 
recruiting digital marketing 
talent is very difficult

•Collaboration is key 

Hire agencies to fill roles and manage them internally

Outsource digital marketing efforts

Recruit talent specific to digital marketing

80% of 
respondents 
either 
outsource 
or hire 
agencies

Source: Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015, A.T. Kearney analysis
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Digital Marketing processes are also in-development and 
seamless omni-channel marketing remains elusive

45%

18%

49%

26%

8%

Perceived Digital Marketing Maturity: 
Processes

Novice

Emerging

Advanced

"Leading Edge"

21%

44%

26%

10%

Observations

•The introduction of digital is 
disruptive to existing processes –
extending the reach of “marketing” 
throughout the company

•Companies still have a long way 
to go toward integrating digital 
efforts into centralized marketing 
strategies

•Unless companies focus on 
acquiring and developing talent in-
house, this disconnect will persist

Source: Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015, A.T. Kearney analysis
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In fact, many respondents are lacking certain digital marketing 
processes altogether, particularly regarding activity tracking

Digital Marketing Processes Activity Tracking

24% 20% 25%
35%

45% 45%

35 - 45% of respondents have 

not implemented the tracking-

related processes assessed

Source: Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015, A.T. Kearney analysis
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Though the use of metrics is still immature, they are perceived 
to be helping companies see the value of Digital Marketing

45%

14%

18%

49%

26%

8%

Perceived Digital Marketing Maturity: 
Use of Metrics

"Leading Edge"

Advanced

Emerging

Novice

34%

39%

16%

11%

Observations

• 65% of respondents “agree” or “strongly 
agree” that metrics help them 
understand the link between the cost of 
your digital marketing efforts and the 
benefits they bring

• 87% are either seeing significant value 
from their efforts now or are seeing some 
now and expect much more in the future

• As organizations mature and processes 
become more defined, accountability 
for digital marking results will become 
more important – highlighting the need 
for metrics and strategy to be developed 
together

34% rated 
themselves 
as novice, 
the largest 
across Dig. 
Mktg. 
efforts

Source: Winning with Digital Marketing” Survey, 2015, A.T. Kearney analysis
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Implications on Digital Marketing Efforts

Strategy Processes

Use of Metrics
Organization & 

Capabilities

• Processes need to be 
coordinated across channels and 
across the organization

• Test, Learn and Improve

• Develop a clear strategy (e.g. 
acquire new customers, grow 
sales with existing customer,..) 
and align efforts accordingly

• Clearly define outcome metrics 
and path to measure

• Analytics and synthesis are more 

important than ever Quality, 
not just quantity
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Leading companies have a “PACTS” mindset in communicating 
with their customers 

Personalized
Provide tailored experiences, messaging, offers 
and status based on history and context

Accurate
Understand where gaps in valid information and 
handoffs exists and attack in prioritized manner

Collaborative 
(and Consistent)

Support and engage them as customers, not just 
as a transaction; also drive collaboration within 
organization to break down silos

Timely
Deliver right messaging/notifications at the right 
time – before, during and after

Self-served
Enable customers to complete transactions on 
their own, or with the help of other customers 

Attract/
Research

Transact

Service

Share

Understand the context for why and how customers are interacting with you…
and seek to make it as easy, seamless and frictionless as possible
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Case Study: Raise customer awareness and grow sales

1. ANA Helpful is Beautiful April 2015 Reggie Awards
Source: A.T. Kearney

• Raise awareness of Ace by targeting 
a non-core customer base

• Meeting 2020 growth plan meant 
Ace needed to be a player in paint

• 54% of customers didn’t know Ace 
sold paint

• Several Platforms: TV, radio, digital 
display Ads, month-long takeover of 
all social media channels, email, 
www.thepaintstudio.com, 

• Simultaneous Promotions: buy-one, 
get-one offer TV, radio, online, 
social, and in-store marketing 

• Managing strategic partnerships 

• Requires dedicated support to 
execute successfully

• Awareness of new paint department 
grew from 19% (pre) to 39% (post)

• Campaign launched in April 2014 by 
May 2014 paint sales were up 
57.7% from previous year and 
became the greatest sales month in 
Ace’s history. 

• Q2 wholesales revenues at Ace 
were $1.25B (increase of 14.1%)

Campaign Objectives Campaign Challenges Results1

Video Website Social Media In-Store

http://www.thepaintstudio.com/
http://www.thepaintstudio.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUYWCwPNYno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUYWCwPNYno
http://www.thepaintstudio.com/
https://instagram.com/acehardware
https://instagram.com/acehardware
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Case Study: Reverse sales decline via gamification

1. “Discover What’s Inside Share the Wonder” OREO Campaign, April 2015 Reggie Awards
Source: A.T. Kearney

• Combat the -7% decline in 
households buying OREO cookies in 
Meijer, which represent 22% of the 
retailers cookie sales

• Drive brand and category growth 
greater than the cookie category 
growth at Meijer of +2.1%

• Shoppers were drawn to innovation 
but were not buying the different 
variety of flavors

• Created “Share the Wonder” online 
instant win game where winners got 
a coupon and two packs of OREOs 
to encourage sharing

• Used Facebook and banner ads to 
direct shoppers to Meijer.com to play 
the game

• Installed a full end-cap display with 
rotating products during the promo. 
and gave out samples

• Cookie category grew 4.5% during 
the February promo. and OREO 
sales at Meijer grew 7.7% vs. prior 
year

• OREO drove 49% of growth during 
this period 

• Household penetration for the 
OREO brand was up 14% and total 
households buying OREOs was up 
11% to 130,000 households%)

Campaign Objectives Campaign Challenges Results1

Online Game Website Social Media In-Store
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Case Study: Grow end-of-year sales 

• December 2014 generated 86% more revenue than 

December of 2012 and 2013

• The click to open rate increased 20% year-over-year

• The conversion rate increased 9.7% year-over-year

• The final Year in Review program tripled the December 

average of revenue per message delivered

• “Social competing”
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